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Igni t ing the Power  of  People  . . .  
ENGAGING COACHING & INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS

Do you like the idea of focusing on strengths instead of
weaknesses?  Would you like tools to help you be the
very best you can be in every situation? You will leave
this two-hour interactive workshop with insight that
helps you understand how to mold your innate talents
into true strengths.  Note: Participants take an online
assessment from the book Living Your Strengths by
Donald Clifton before coming to the workshop.

 

Do you want to love what you do and live and lead
with greater clarity, skill and focus? Each of us has 168
hours per week to accomplish all that God is calling
us to do. In the workshop we will use coaching tools
to examine our personal values and use them to make
wise choices about what and where to invest our time
and energy in six key life domains- relationship,
work, finances, health, living environment and
personal growth.

The foundation for every healthy relationship is the ability to
build and maintain trust. In this interactive session we will
examine practical ways to build trust and use coaching tools
to identify and unpack various conflict styles. Learning our
natural inclinations during times of conflict can help us
respond in ways that build trust and create stronger teams
when working through conflict.

 
 
 

Good thinkers solve problems, never lack ideas, and have hope fo
rthe future.  No matter what your circumstances, you can learn to
be a good thinker. Strong leaders understand and use many types
of thinking.  In this two-hour interactive workshop we will examine
how our personal thoughts influence our feelings and lead to our
actions. You will leave with practical tools to help you and those
around you lead slow down, step back and choose your thougths.  
Changed thinking leads to a changed life!
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